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MAY IT PLEASE THE PANEL 

1. Our submitter group has become aware of a memorandum from Counsel 

for Air New Zealand, Mr Gardner-Hopkins, seeking urgent teleconferencing 

with the panel (or its chair, as appropriate) in order to clarify a key aspect 

of the Panels direction contained in its Minute of 18 March 2016. 

2. At point 7 of that memorandum we note that Mr Gardner- Hopkins 

indicates that he has already conferred with Counsel for Christchurch 

International Airport Limited and Christchurch City Council (separately), and 

that it is his understanding that they support his request for a 

teleconference to clarify matters. 

3. Again our submitter group has not been given the courtesy of any 

communication of this request as a party to the matters from the other 

parties. 

4. At point 4, of Mr Gardner-Hopkins memorandum the following comment is 

made, “the experts appear to have interpreted the direction differently.” 

He does not articulate how he has reached this conclusion.  I presume he is 

talking to the CIAL, CCC and Air New ZEALAND experts who attended the 

expert’s conferencing. He has not made contact with John Paul CLARKE the 

sole representative present apart from the CCC CIAL and Air New Zealand. 

5.  We note that none of the parties expressed any confusion in their ability to 

interpret the Panel’s directions, prior to or during the experts conference 

nor is any such confusion or need for clarification been expressed in the 

agreed Expert Conferencing Statement to the Panel. 

6. What is clear is that all of the experts agree and accept that NZS 6801:2008 

is the appropriate standard for engine testing noise and that the industrial 

noise measure LAeq is the appropriate noise metric for measuring engine 

testing and for setting base criteria limits. This being the case there is no 

longer any debate that the engine testing noise is industrial in nature and is 

different from the operational noise generated from aircraft taking off and 

landings.  

7. While there continues to be debate about the most appropriate noise limits 

all of the options presented to the Panel are proposing a LAeq industrial 



noise measure with differing time lengths i.e. CLARKE and DAY (1hour) and 

CHILES (15 Min). With Clarke and DAY proposing a LAF max relating to 

specific event per calendar month. 

8. There is I believe also a realization that the engine testing noise has been 

and remains unreasonable. Acceptance by CIAL that the enabling By law is 

inappropriate goes someway in expressing this realization. 

9. With respect once the noise emission is established as industrial and 

unreasonable then the RMA section 16 duty requires that it shall be 

mitigated by the best practicable option to the point that it does not 

exceed a reasonable level. This Duty does not differentiate between rural 

and residential receivers of the noise pollution it just evokes the Duty to 

mitigate it by the best practicable means.  

10. Rural areas have an expectation that noise limits will be generally lower 

than residential.  CLARKE has already given the Panel expert evidence that 

the background noise in the residential areas at the conservative 2000 

person per acre density, and excluding road noise is already above 50dBA.  

The base criteria for the actual limit for noise, before it was deemed 

unreasonable, could be based on background noise i.e. having higher limits 

in neighbourhoods adjacent to highways and major roads. If you raise the 

limit in areas where the background noise is higher, then it stands to reason 

to you should lower it in areas where the background noise is lower. 

Therefore limits in rural areas following this logic would be lower than 

residential areas. However this becomes unnecessarily complicated. 

11.  The setting of a limit that is representative of the average neighbourhood 

but applied to all dwellings residential or rural is the preferred option of 

both CHILES and CLARKE and has been applied to their respective proposed 

limits.  DAY, once again in support of the industrial noise maker, proposes 

that the noise limits only apply to residential zones. Day only concedes that 

a ground run up enclosure “might” be required if engine testing activity will 

increased in the future.  CIAL and Air New Zealand evidence is that engine 

testing will grow 60%, therefore there is no “might” about engine testing 

growth. 



12.  To exclude rural areas from mitigation of unreasonable industrial noise 

pollution not only makes no logical sense, especially given the evidence 

that it will grow by 60%  but is also likely to be in breach of Section 16 of 

the RMA.  

13.  CLARKE has given evidence that any serious mitigation proposal would 

include a Ground run up enclosure and from a technical perspective 

considers one is required to achieve the generous limits he and our 

submitter group has offered in an attempt to facilitate strategic 

infrastructural needs and our sleep. 

14.  In RMA terms it is inefficient and ineffective to enable unreasonable 

industrial pollution and unlawful. The provision of a ground run up 

enclosure presents a reduction of strategic risk to CIAL and Air New 

Zealand, is effective and efficient, presents no strategic cost risk to the 

businesses and is likely to be required by section 16 of the RMA in order to 

achieve the noise limit yet to be determined. It is also the morally correct 

outcome. Debate as to if it’s the best practicable option, may continue. I 

remind the Panel that CLARKE has advised enclosures can be designed to 

ensure mitigation limits are achieved and that if the noise doesn’t escape 

the enclosure then there is no adverse effect. Air New Zealand sees itself as 

a responsible corporate citizen and just possibly now is the time to exhibit 

that behaviour. 

15. Earthquake recovery talks about a vibrant safe city. There is nothing vibrant 

and safe about industrial noise pollution that has unethically been enabled 

for in excess of two decades.  

16. Finally while we do not consider teleconferencing is necessary, if the Panel 

directs that it is to take place we respectfully request to be a party to that 

process.   

 

 

D.M LAWRY for submitter group members identified.  


